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1. Introduction – Poor countries in general consume a little of energy and because of that
they have a little of influence in the carbon footprint and in the ecological damage to the
planet, but instead they have a lot of social lacks for example they don’t have enough
dwelling, in other cases the houses don’t have basic services causing health problems,
unemployment, etc. (similar to Macías, M., & Navarro, J. G. (2010) [ 1], and Ihlen, Ø. (2009)
[ 2], The problem with the poverty and lacks are that they eventually appears in countries of
the first world like Europe and North America.
On the other hand different cultures must be understood adequately its characteristics in
some aspects that are subjective and cultural like overcrowding for example, that in the
Western world has indicators as two people in a room and the Shoaras for example live
several families in a big space, because sexual life is not in the House , etc.These tools evaluate too the heritage, the identity, esthetics and the milestone architectonic
like part of the social aspects, these aspects should be evaluated in the all world, that’s why
these aspects should be considered in the evaluations but in different standards considering
the different places and cultures where the carbon footprint and the energetic consumption
are not the only aspects for the evaluations.
2. Objective – Search a different tool which is not abstract or adaptation of the most
common, which consider sustainability in a broad and comprehensive sense as it is their
definition, considered also aspects social, cultural and emotional as part of these.
3. Methods – a.- it is based principally in experimenting in an emergent and different
country like Ecuador, visiting their different climatic zones. In this project propose indicators,
not like an adaptation of the international tools, instead of that propose independent
indicators to avoid the adaption or the copy of any of them. b.- In this state confront the
proposal with the principal international tools, watching different lacks aspects that these
don’t include and considerate important. c.-. Propose a tool, this tool will improve and polish
in the different travels of the different weathers, including international countries..
4. Results and Discussion - in the table [ 1] "Comparison with tools and places." show the
aspects detected and its difference or coincidence with the tools more frequently, shows that
the social aspects are more important in poor countries, and aspects of carbon footprint are
more in rich countries, while aspects of emotion are very important today in both is say in the
whole world, and almost have not been considered in the tools up to now.
5. Concusions - The tools should to evaluate different aspects moreover of the energetics,
because the sustainability by concept includes the social aspects and the human aspects.
Inside of these social aspects should consider the lacks of the poverty and the world should
overcome. And inside of the human and the social should reward the respect of the
patrimony, esthetic and create news milestones.
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Aspects to be considered in the
proposed tool

Importance or weight weighted relative

Considered in other tools

Much

little

almost
nothing

poor countries

SOCIAL ASPECTS lacks and social deficits
Contribution to reduce the housing deficit
Creation of national sources of work, in materials,
constructive system and use
Stimulate the economy to produce work and
income for the poorer classes
Availability of basic services, potable water,
electric light, convenient sewage treatment
Avoid risks of disasters
Good condition of the facilities
Minimal material, non-toxic, but according to the
cultures, climate and use
Innovation with good results
Good condition of the building
Climate comfort, luminous, auditory, others, but
according
to the
Ascinamiento
butcultures
according to the concepts of
each culture (2 hab per room does not in any
culture)
healthy House that does not cause disease

rich countries

PESO PONDERADO
PROPUESTO PARA HOY

RELATIONAL MATRIX OF ASPECTS CONSIDERED AND THEIR WEIGHT FOR EMERGING AND DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
aspecto

objetivo

subjetivo

cuantificable

C No tienen ese problema

25%

SYNTAX OR ASPECTS OF FUNCTIONAL QUALITY
Well-being of their occupants
Accessibility and inclusion of all
QUALITY OF CONTEXT
Green spaces. Special value for the native
landscape
Trade, sport, Osio, education, health
Availability of transport

0,25

ASPECTS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Uses of bioclimatic systems, orientation,
vegetation, ventilation, walls trombe in
accordance with the climate
learning of ancient cultures
green roofs
Uses of energies renobalbles wind, solar heating,
solar photovoltaics, other
public transport, and bikes
Trails pedestrians covered from rain and sun
innovación
Real consumption of LPG, electricity, water,
Waste of energy
Management of the building, manual of use
recycling and waste materials management not so
common in emerging Paice
Environmental impact study approved

Premiar

0,25

ASPECTS RELATED TO THE EMOTION
estetics
This is milestone
Conservation or rescue of heritage
Conservation of the identity and culture
Arts and crafts including

more and more important
more and more important
more and more important
more and more important
more and more important

more and more important
more and more important
more and more important
more and more important
more and more important
0,25

The social aspects are important for the emerging
countries and least developed countries
Runa, Human Beens, lo social

The energy consumption to the contrary
are very important for the developed
countries and less for the emerging
countries since they are not producers of
carbon footprint
Llacta, Landscape,

Aspects plus are important today for all and have
not been sufficiently treated Sumac, emotion,
emosion

Table 1 Relational matrix of aspects considerer and their weight and
type
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